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ABSTRACT
Vortical structures can develop in the intakes of aircraft
engines during operation in the proximity of solid
surfaces. Take-off and testing in a ground facility are
clear examples of such scenarios. When such a vortex is
formed and ingested into the engine, potentially
catastrophic damage can occur. The vortex can cause
the compressor to stall, resulting in severe damage to
the engine.
Procedures have been put in place to prevent such
damage from occurring on the runway. However to
prevent such vortices from forming, especially in the
test cells, it is necessary to be able to predict the onset
of the vortex or at least to understand the factors
affecting the formation of such vortices.
This paper extends the scope of previous investigations
by investigating the effects that increasing upstream
turbulence intensity has on the vortex formation
threshold.
The results show that an increase in upstream turbulence
intensity increases the range of conditions over which a
vortex forms. All three regimes show signs of shifting
the threshold of vortex formation to lower ratio of inlet
velocity over upstream average velocity (Vi/Vo) for a
given ratio of inlet height over inlet diameter (H/Di).
INTRODUCTION
Vortical structures can develop in the intakes of aircraft
engines during operation in the proximity of solid
surfaces. Take-off and testing in a ground facility are
clear examples of such scenarios. The structure of the
vortex is very similar to the vortex seen in the draining
of a basin or bath tub, where the streamlines spiral into
the suction inlet (or outlet) with a radius of gyration that
decreases as the vortex approaches the engine inlet (or
bath tub outlet). One end of the vortex is anchored to a
solid surface, in the case of the aero engines, or to a
fluid-fluid interface in the basin or bath.
When such a vortex is formed and ingested into the
engine, potentially catastrophic damage can occur. The
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vortex can cause the compressor to stall, resulting in
severe damage to the engine.
The vortex investigated in the references in the previous
sections, and the type that is investigated in this paper,
deals with the kind that concentrates and thus requires
the presence of vorticity in the ambient environment. In
such situations, single-core vortices will form as
opposed to the counter-rotating vortices described by de
Siervi [ 1 ] which do not require ambient vorticity.
Karlsson and Fuchs [2] modelled such vortex behaviour
in a large-eddy simulation (LES) of an inlet over a
ground plane. Secareanu et al. [ 3 ] validated these
numerical results to particle image velocimetry (PIV)
and laser doppler anemometry (LDA) measurements
and obtained data on the ingestion of particles by a
vortex-inlet system. Other computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) studies have modelled test cell airflow, such as
Gullia et al. [4] and Kodres and Murphy [5], extracting
information on thrust correction factors or airflow rates,
but did not modelled vortex formation.
Certain geometric and flow parameters can influence
whether a vortex will form or not. The thrust of the
engine, the diameter of the engine inlet, the distance
from the solid surface, and the ambient vorticity, which
in turn depends on the local flow field, can all
encourage or discourage the formation a vortex. For
example, vortices may form on takeoff if there is a
sufficiently strong component of wind perpendicular to
the runway, and in the test cell. Several authors have
investigated the effects of geometric and flow
parameters on the formation of the vortex using
experimental [6,7,8] and computational methods [9,10].
This paper seeks to investigate whether increased
turbulence intensity in the flow upstream of the suction
inlet affects the formation of the vortex. The effect of
turbulence intensity on vortex formation was not
previously investigated and published.
VORTEX FORMATION IN JET ENGINE TEST
CELLS
A jet engine test cell (JETC) is essentially an allweather enclosed structure with an engine mounting
mechanism intended to provide conditions for stable,
repeatable and accurate post maintenance or
modification engine performance testing. A pictorial

view of a tyypical U-shaped JETC withh the main parts
labelled is giiven in Figure 1 below.

Figure 3: Flow
F
regimes iin the testcell scenario
Fiigure 1: Main Features of a JETC
In a JETC, thhere is a flow of excess air beyond
b
that
required by the
t engine, driiven by entrainnment by the
exhaust plum
me. This flow passes
p
betweeen the engine and
the internal walls
w
of the ceell. It is quantiified by a cell
bypass ratio (CBR):
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Where ሶୡୣ୪୪ is the mass flow
fl
rate of aiir at the intakee of
the JETC annd ሶୣ୬୧୬ୣ is the mass flow rate of airr jet
engine includding the fan and
a core. Thee CBR is distinct
from the enngine bypasss ratio whichh quantifies the
amount of airr passing throough the fan off the engine.
A commonlyy used rule of thumb is thatt a cell must have
h
a bypass raatio of more than 80% to avoid vorrtex
formation. Typically
T
cellss are designedd with CBRss up
to, and in som
me cases exceeeding 200%. CFD simulatiions
[11] show thhat a CBR below §70% will
w result in the
formation annd ingestion off a vortex.
Unlike the sttraight-forwarrd runway casse where therre is
a single bounndary betweenn flow regimees where a vorrtex
forms and is ingested and not, in the JE
ETC there exissts a
zone where an
a unsteady and
a deformed vortex is form
med
and ingestedd into the enggine [12, 13]. These two caases
are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 showing the
boundary andd the regimes. It is not cleaar if the unsteeady
vortex observved in real cellls happen at conditions
c
witthin
this zone or is due to the unsteadyy nature of the
surrounding flow. Glennyy [14] reported that a sim
mple
opening of thhe laboratoryy door can afffect the vortexx in
his experimeents.

way and testceell scenarios, the followingg
In both the runw
parrameters havee a positive inffluence on thee formation off
succh a vortex (ii.e. they shiftt the boundary
y downwardss
and
d increase the conditions faavouring their formation.
1.
1 Upstream velocity graddient (amoun
nt of ambientt
vorticity)
2.
2 Size of sucction inlet
3.
3 Size of booundary layerr at the vorttex anchoringg
surface
An
nd the followinng parameter has a negativee influence:
1.
1 Flow Reynnolds number [9]
VO
ORTEX FOR
RMATION IIN JET ENG
GINE TEST
T
CE
ELLS
Th
his investigattion is an extension of previouss
inv
vestigations by Ho and Jerrmy [10, 11] and uses thee
sam
me CFD moddels and solver parameterss which havee
und
dergone numeerous converggence tests.
Th
he model conssists of an opeen box with a suction inlett
possitioned in thee box to simuulate the engin
ne. The solverr
useed was ANSY
YS Fluent 12. Details of thee convergencee
tessts will not bee provided heere but a list of the modell
and
d solver param
meters are listeed below.
• Mesh density – 100 000 to 200 000 ceells
• Discretisatiion scheme – First order discretisationn
scheme
• Turbulencee model – SST
T-KȦ
• Incompresssible flow
• Initial condditions – Initiaalised at cell in
nlet plane
The
T followingg boundary coonditions werre used in thee
simulations.
s

Figurre 4
Figure 2:
2 Flow regim
mes in the runw
way scenario

Alll the boundarry conditions are self-explanatory withh
thee exception of outflow. Outflow is a boundaryy
con
ndition availaable for use bby ANSYS Flluent and is a

percentage. It allows a quick and easy way assign
amount of flow through each of the Outflow boundaries.
A user-defined function (UDF) was used, at the
upstream and cell inlet of the take-off and test cell
scenarios respectively, to simulate ambient vorticity.
The ambient vorticity was imposed by applying a
constant gradient to the component of velocity parallel
to the axis of the intake. The gradient is perpendicular to
the flow and parallel to the ground in the horizontal
plane.
The details of the engine was not explicitly modelled,
instead the engine inlet plane was modelled as an
outflow. Together with boundary “cell_outlet” (also an
outflow boundary condition), it allows a specific CBR
to be assigned to each solution.
At boundaries where walls were used, standard wall
functions were used.

Every set of simulation was initialised at the “cell_inlet”
boundary with values calculated at that plane to prevent
the memory effect observed by Ridder and Samuelsson
[15] from previous calculations to affect the subsequent
ones.
RESULTS
The results of the vortex formation threshold is
presented in a table (Table 1) as well as H/Di vs Vi/Vo
graphs (Figure 5 – Figure 10) similar to previous
publications [6,10] on this subject.
The points on the graphs show the threshold location
with regions above encouraging vortex formation and
vice versa.
Table 1: Vi/Vo threshold values for different H/Di and
Turbulence Intensity
T.I. = 0.5%

Turbulent Intensity
Turbulent intensity or turbulent level is the ratio of the
root-mean-square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations
and the Reynolds averaged mean velocity.
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Where I = turbulence intensity
u = turbulent velocity fluctuations
U = mean velocity
ANSYS Fluent 12 allows direct input of turbulence
intensity and is applied to the “cell_inlet” boundary
using the “turbulence intensity / hydraulic diameter”
input with the hydraulic diameter being the cell_inlet
dimensions.
The range of turbulence intensity used in the
calculations is from 0.5% to 50% and the range of H/Di
used is from 2 to 4. The range of turbulence intensity
used in the simulations is larger than that which is
usually encountered in a JETC (up to 10%). Turbulence
intensity above 10% is unlikely to be encountered but
was investigated to establish trends over a larger range
of values.

H/Di

Vortex

No Vortex

2

17.752

14.593

3

38.605

28.923

4

69.211

51.744

T.I. = 10%
H/Di

Vortex

No Vortex

2

17.450

14.388

3

38.605

28.565

4

68.062

50.783

T.I. = 20%
H/Di

Vortex

No Vortex

2

17.303

14.388

3

38.605

28.478

4

67.502

50.783

T.I. = 50%

Searching for the threshold
The search for the threshold or boundary for the
different flow regimes follows following steps:
1. A low value of CBR is chosen by a combination of
the outflow values at the “engine_inlet” and
“cell_outlet” boundaries. An average cell inlet
velocity is imposed together with a velocity
gradient using a UDF at the “cell_inlet” boundary.
2. Outflow value at the “cell_outlet” boundary is
altered to change the CBR value until the threshold
is found.
3. The solution was considered to have converged
when the residuals have fallen to an acceptable
range and/or have stabilised.
The outflow value at the “cell_outlet” boundary was
changed in increments of 0.01 resulting in a change in
Vi/Vo of less than 1.2%.

H/Di

Vortex

No Vortex

2

17.016

14.189

3

38.605

28.044

4

66.951

50.470

Figure 5

Figure 10
DISCUSSIONS

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 5 to Figure 10 clearly shows that increasing
turbulence intensity lowers the threshold point on both
the steady and unsteady vortex regimes. This indicates
an increase in the conditions favouring the formation of
vortices thus making it more probable for a vortex to
form. Although some scenarios shows overlapping
threshold points (Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 10), the
overall picture is that of decreasing threshold values.
Figure 7 especially shows all points lying on the same
point. This is unlikely as it is the only such case and
should be an abnormal set of results. However it has
been included for completeness of presentation.
Increasing turbulence intensity can increase or decrease
the instantaneous velocity gradient and/or mean velocity
as “sign” of the velocity fluctuations are negated by the
squaring of them in the calculations of the turbulence
intensity and both signs exist in a turbulent flow.
Ridder and Samuelsson [15] observed a memory effect
for the vortices i.e. the threshold value of Vi/Vo is lower
when moving from a regime where there is a vortex to
one where there isn’t and vice-versa. This is potentially
an explanation for the observations in the simulations.
Temporary increment of velocity gradients (or mean
velocity), due to velocity fluctuations, induces a vortex
to form and this vortex requires a lower Vi/Vo value to
disappear.
The threshold when moving from a regime of no vortex
to vortex is termed “increasing threshold” in this
document because the region of no vortex lies below the
region of vortex in the graphs. Conversely, “decreasing
threshold” is used to indicate the threshold when
moving from a regime of vortex to no vortex. “Mean
threshold” indicates the threshold when no change (or
tuning) of upstream flow conditions are applied. This is
unlikely to be carried out in a physical experiment but is
the case for simulations detailed in this paper as well as
previous work by Ho and Jermy [9 -13].
No studies have been made so far measuring the relative
distance between the “increasing” and “decreasing”
threshold lines and the “mean” threshold line. The
observed results could indicate that they are not at
equidistance apart.
It is also unclear how long favourable conditions have
to hold for the vortex to remain established once
“unfavourable” conditions have been re-established and
vice-versa.

CONCLUSIONS
Increasing turbulence intensity increases the probability
of a vortex forming by shifting the threshold to a lower
Vi/Vo value at a certain H/Di value.
This may be due to the memory effect of this flow
phenomenon observed by Ridder and Samuelsson [15].
Once a vortex is formed due to instantaneous higher
velocity gradient or low mean velocity, it requires a
lower Vi/Vo value to remove this vortex. Since the
fluctuations can happen in both directions, the lowering
of the threshold indicates that the distance between the
“increasing”, “decreasing” and “mean” thresholds are
not equidistant apart.
It is also unclear how favourable conditions have to
hold for the vortex to remain established once
unfavourable conditions have been re-established.
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